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FADE IN:

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - DAY 

The stale stench of dirty mop water and struggle fills a
congested hallway.  Bodies both coming and going collide
like cars in rush hour traffic.  

A HOMELESS MAN walks accidentally, on purpose into a WOMAN. 
Focused the woman keeps walking.  

The man looks down at his cupped hand, flashes a toothless
grin.  He opens his hand...nothing there.    

CLOSE ON gold pendant around the woman's neck.  The light
overhead bounces off JESUS on the cross.  CLARA WATKINS
(30's), never leaves home without it. 

There's a loud POP off camera, another one.  It gets darker. 
SFX of a slow forming mixture of malevolent sounds that meld
with the ambient noise.  This sound will be heard throughout.    

The homeless man looks at his hand, it TWITCHES. 

HOMELESS MAN 
What the fuck!?! 

His fingers tighten into a fist.   

HOMELESS MAN (CONT'D)
(in pain)

Shit!?!

The lights in the hallway flicker off, back on.  The sound
grows louder, gets closer.  The room darkens.    

The man places his fist over his chest, BAM!  He clubs it
once.  He looks around, no one else sees what's taking place.  

HOMELESS MAN (CONT'D)
(erratic)

No!  Not now damn it! 

Panicked he CLUBS his chest twice.  

SFX of the wind gently blowing.  The light above SNUFFS OUT. 

The man drops to his knees.  He looks up, sighs.  

He FALLS facedown into the camera.  

And just like that everything goes back to normal.  The only
difference, there's a dead guy in the middle of the floor. 
And he's getting stepped on.  
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TRACK Clara up the hallway.  She is a petite woman.  Brown
skinned with remarkable features.  She has an aura about
her, as if her body inhabits her spirit and not the other
way around.   

Clara stops abruptly.  She turns and for the first time we
see she's holding hands with someone.  Her son--

JEREMIAH (17), is standing in the center of the hallway and
he ain't budging.  He has adult sized luggage beneath his
eyes.  The kind you don't get stressing over junior prom.   

JEREMIAH'S POV the people moving to and fro do so at a
LIGHTNING PACE.  Face after face pass in a sequenced blur. 
Every now and then one SLOWS enough to get a clear look.  

These faces are either angelic and a glow or revolting. 
Straight up frightening...the stuff of nightmares.  

Jeremiah is entranced by them, can't look away.     

CLARA 
(to Jeremiah)

Jeremiah!  Jeremiah!   

Jeremiah closes his eyes.  He opens them, now back in focus. 
He hones in on the pendant around his mother's neck, smiles. 

JEREMIAH 
(to Clara)

Keep me near the cross. 

Clara combats tears.  Forces a smile. 

CLARA 
Yes.  Yes son.  Always and forever.   

Clara touches his cheek.  He wipes a tear from hers.  

CUT TO:

INT. HOSPITAL WAITING ROOM - DAY 

The sign above the small partitioned reception area reads,
"EMERGENCY PSYCHIATRIC." Clara busies herself filling out
paperwork with a NURSE at the window.  

A seated Jeremiah stares at the television overhead.  There's
something morbid like The Twilight Zone playing.  He is
perfectly fine one moment.  The next--

JERMIAH 
(on knees, to nurses)

Thank you!  Thank you all so much! 
I know I need help...I do.  

(MORE)
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JERMIAH  (CONT'D)
And I'm just so glad you all here
today making sure I get the help I
need.  I understand what you doing
for me... 

Clara contends with Jeremiah and the paperwork.  

CLARA
Jeremiah! Jeremiah you have a seat
now.  Get up.  Go over there and sit
back down in your seat...

JEREMIAH
(rapid fire to Clara)

Momma it's okay!  It is!  All things
work according to HIS will.  HIS
will momma!  You see?  

(locks gazes)
You see?  

Jeremiah latches on to Clara's arm and holds.  

JEREMIAH  (CONT'D)
(stares into her soul)

You see?  

Clara is overwhelmed.  A thread away from unraveling.  She
embraces Jeremiah, struggles to pull him up.  

On cue a copper skinned MALE ATTENDANT (30's), enters pushing
a wheelchair.  This man looks strong, statuesque.  He has a
twinkle in his eye even Saint Nick would envy.      

MALE ATTENDANT 
(calm, cool, collected)

Alright.  Alright.  Alright.  

He places a soothing hand on Clara's back.  She instantly
composes herself, stops wrestling with Jeremiah.      

MALE ATTENDANT (CONT'D)
(to Clara)

Now, I need for you to step aside
for me young lady.  Please and thank
you.  As much as we love your
company...

(to Jeremiah)
Me and this fine gentleman got's to
bid you adieu.  

The attendant extends his hand to Jeremiah.  

Jeremiah rises effortlessly, stands tall.  The attendant is
pleased.   
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JEREMIAH
(to Clara)

Adieu. 

MALE ATTENDANT
That's right.  Adieu is french for
time to go.  

(to Clara)
But the literal translation means
"To GOD."  

Overwhelmed Clara places her hands over her face.   

JEREMIAH 
(re: Attendant)

Go with God. 

MALE ATTENDANT
(winks at Jeremiah)

That's right.  To go with God.  

Jeremiah nods in agreement, he's ready.

MALE ATTENDANT (CONT'D)
(to nurse)

Will you be a dear, call somebody to
get this here chair.  It was out in
the hallway.  Don't want nobody
tripping and falling over it or
nothing crazy.  

(to Jeremiah)
We obviously don't need it in here.        

He nudges the chair, it rolls, stops on a dime.  

NURSE 
(to Attendant)

Will do. 

The attendant opens the door with flare.   

MALE ATTENDANT
(to Jeremiah)

After you my good sir. 

Jeremiah takes a step towards the door.  Clara motions to
intercede.  She's not quite ready to let go.     

Without acknowledging her...the attendant lifts his hand. 
SFX of a deep breath, hold it.  

Clara FREEZES where she stands.  She can't move a muscle. 
Can't blink.  Hell she isn't even breathing.     

Jeremiah exits.  The attendant exits.  
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The door closes gently behind them. Clara exhale's audibly.   

CUT TO:

INT. HOSPITAL 13TH FLOOR - NIGHT 

This room is dark, still.  There's one bed, one body on that
bed...Jeremiah.  He's in a deep deep sleep.  

Opposite the bed, floor to ceiling windows.  Beyond these a
postcard worthy view of the Atlanta skyline.  Everything is
covered in a neon orange haze.    

A helicopter is visible beyond the glass on a landing pad. 
We are up high.  Jeremiah stirs awake, sits up in bed.  

SFX of the familiar low hushed chatter in the distance. 
Jeremiah turns right, faces the window.  The orange haze
calls out to him.  He answers--  

Jeremiah swings his feet over the bed's edge, they hit the
floor.  He slowly edges towards the window.  

He STOPS.  Confused, he realizes he's not at home.  The
chatter intensifies draws closer.  Jeremiah takes two more
steps towards the window.  

JEREMIAH
(takes it all in)

Whoah!

This growing chatter swirls into a physical energy.  A energy
that can now be seen.  Transparent shadows peel like paint
from the corners of the room.  

SFX of pulsating rhythmic fingers tapping on the windows. 
Jeremiah can hear it...he mimics the tapping.  He points in
the direction of one of the moving shadows.  It STOPS.    

The room's trajectory changes.  The camera swings RIGHT and
HOLDS.  Still the same scenic view outside but from a
different angle.    

CUT TO:

INT. 80 WALNUT STREET - NIGHT 

SUPERIMPOSE: ONE MONTH EARLIER 

Jeremiah is standing on the top floor of an apartment building
in the hallway, staring out the window.  The view is
transcendent.  The orange glow inviting--  

Jeremiah presses his face against the window, feels it's
warmth.  He closes his eyes and breathes it all in.  

CUT TO: BLACK
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FADE IN:

Jeremiah opens his eyes, sees his body standing in the same
position.  Face pressed against the glass, eyes closed.      

SFX of the low hushed chatter in the distance.  

Jeremiah no longer in his body, examines himself from the
outside.  The camera now his eyes, we see what he sees.  

He turns looks out at the city--

Sees the pixilated projection of: a table big enough to host
the Last Super.  But there's no Jesus, no disciples at this
table.  Instead we see Jeremiah's loved ones.  Clara and
others feasting.       

The city lights flicker off and back on.  SFX of the chatter
getting louder.  The image of the feast vanishes.  Another
replaces it.  

Jeremiah is now being fitted for a tuxedo.  He looks down at
his hands, his wrist.  He's adorned in jewels of every size
shape and color.  

He looks around this room.  He sees extreme opulence.  He
feels success.  He can touch it, its a tangible thing.    

Jeremiah sees his loved ones outfitted in the finest of fine. 
They hop in and out of jets, helicopters, limousines.  If it
symbolizes excess and wealth you see it here.   

BEAT

The city lights dissipate.  The images fade.  The audio drops
completely out, there is SILENCE.      

Jeremiah is now high above the city.  He has ascended into a
dark nothingness.      

CUT TO:

INT. HOSPITAL 13TH FLOOR - PRESENT 

Jeremiah is standing in front of the window in a hazed over
daze.  The shadows are now within inches of touching him.

The chatter vibrates so strongly the bolts in the windows
rattle.  The tapping outside pulsates into a beat. 

WIND  (O.S.)
(a whisper)

"He will command his angels concerning
you, and they will lift you up in
their hands, so that you will not
strike your foot against a stone."  
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Jeremiah's head slumps.  He moves under a puppeteers strings. 
His left arm extends, his right.          

His left foot ever so gently RAISES off the ground.  

We MOVE from behind to in front Jeremiah.  We now see in for
the first time.  

HOLD ON Jeremiah levitating.  His silhouette looks like an
illuminated crucifixion Jesus.   

There is something someone visible in the background-- 

An OVERWEIGHT MALE ORDERLY (40's), dressed in white scrubs. 
His eyes are shut, he's snoring.  His headphones blaring.    

Before him a half eaten lunch and a thermal.  Steam rises
from the thermal top and disappears in the air.     

The now sonic vibrations RIP at the bolts on the windows.
Everything RATTLES and SHAKES causing the thermal to tip
over.  Hot coffee spills in his lap--  

ORDERLY
(snaps to)

I say goddamn!?! 

Eyes down at his soaked crotch.  Eyes up surveying the room. 
Something ain't right.  He pans right SEES--

Jeremiah levitating a good two feet off the ground.    

ORDERLY (CONT'D)
(leaps to his feet)

Get your ass way from that window!?! 

And SILENCE.  Everything STOPS.  

Jeremiah's feet HIT the floor.  

The expression on the orderly's face is priceless.  He may
have shit himself.  

ORDERLY (CONT'D)
(to Jeremiah)

The fuck you doing lil crazy ass
boy!?!  

JEREMIAH'S POV we slowly PULL back from the window.       

ORDERLY (CONT'D)
(to Jeremiah/himself)

I don't get paid enough for this
shit.  I'm just 'pose to watch yo'
lil ass.  You in here goddamn floating
and shit.  I seen that shit!?!  

(MORE)
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ORDERLY (CONT'D)
(fans hand in disgust)

Yo' ass ain't 'pose to be able to do
that!?  And I can't tell nobody I
seen that shit or they gone have my
ass right up here with you.  Ain't
this about a bitch!  Got me up here
with the goddamn Golden Child.  

The orderly looks down at his pants.  He scratches the wet
spot SNIFFS his finger.  Looks like coffee smells like-- 

ORDERLY (CONT'D)
Shit!?!   

CLOSE ON Jeremiah fast asleep in bed.  The city's orange
haze bounces off his closed eyelids.  

CUT TO: BLACK

FADE IN:

INT. GEORGIA REGIONAL - HOLDING CELL - DAY 

Unbearable bright light FLOODS the screen.    

This stream of light FOCUSES.  It's escaping beneath a closed
door.  No bed, no windows just a waking Jeremiah lying on
the cold cement floor looking at a door.       

This space isn't tight nor spacious.  Four cement block walls
with a drain in the center of the floor.  That's it.       

Jeremiah COMES TO and instantly reacts--

He SPRINGS to his feet.  He SPINS around once, twice...he
goes in the opposite direction.  He narrows in on the door--      

KICKS the hell out of it.  A loud THUD rings out...gets muted
by the walls.  Silence.    

BEAT

Jeremiah KICKS, RAMS, STRIKES the door in a violent flurry
of rage.  He damn near does a backflip off it.  

Scattered CHEERS, HOOTS and HOLLERS from the other side of
the door further fuel his hysteria.  

SFX of the lock opening off-screen.  

SWOOSH blinding light FLOODS the room.  

ORDERLY ONE, ORDERLY TWO, ORDERLY THREE all enter.  

Jeremiah skips right past beast-mode and goes ape shit.  He
PUNCHES in bunches like a seasoned boxer.  
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He GRAPPLES like a champion wrestler. They can't subdue him.       

ORDERLY ONE
Get his arms!?! 

ORDERLY TWO 
I got his arm.  Can you please stop
him from kicking me in my damn head?

ORDERLY THREE 
(re: Orderly Two)

My bad...think I'm kicking you. 

ORDERLY ONE 
(panicked)

Wait...wait...wait!  He got my
package!  He got my package!  The
Frank and the damn beans-- 

Jeremiah YANKS violently.  

ORDERLY ONE  (CONT'D)
(re: pain)

Jesus!?!

A LARGE HEAVYSET WOMAN wielding a needle PLOWS into the fray.  

She FORCES the mess of men to the ground.  They all land
atop Jeremiah pinning him down.    

She TUGS at Jeremiah's pants, nope.  He's still fighting.

Jeremiah nearly stands, they DRAG him back down.  Each man
secures a limb.  The woman straddles his back, she sits on
him and...it is done.  

She administers the needle into his buttocks.  They hold a
beat and Jeremiah is non-responsive.  One by one they file
out of the room. 

ORDERLY ONE (CONT'D)
(to Jeremiah)

That's fucked up lil dude.  Real
fucked up!?!  You don't want nobody
grabbing on your little raspberries. 

ORDERLY TWO 
(re: Orderly One)

Raspberries?  Of all the damn fruit
in the world that's what you came up
with?  His little raspberries? 

ORDERLY ONE 
He like 12.  What you want me to say
he got some big ass mangos?  Some
kiwis?
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ORDERLY TWO
Kiwis...yes.  Kiwis would have worked.
At least kiwis got hair on 'um. 

ORDERLY ONE
We talking size?  Or accurate
depictions here?  Ton of things I
could have said...I could have said
walnuts... 

ORDERLY TWO 
No...you started with fruit so keep
it fruit.

ORDERLY ONE 
Prunes.  Apricots... 

ORDERLY TWO 
...Okay I'll give you prunes.  

ORDERLY ONE
Thank you.

ORDERLY TWO
That's pretty damn accurate right
there.  You know prunes ain't nothing
but a big ass raisins?      

Orderly One TURNS around just in time to see Jeremiah race
towards the door--  

CLANK!  He SLAMS the door in his face.   

ORDERLY ONE
(shocked)

Seriously? Didn't she hit his ass
twice!?   

ORDERLY THREE
Apparently he really is about that
life!?!  Who knew?   

They continue debating fruit that resemble scrotums offscreen.  

HOLDING CELL - CONTINUOUS 

Jeremiah STARES at the walls.  He wants out.    

BEAT

He CLIMBS up.  He bounces off.  He slides down.  He keeps
trying.  Eventually wears himself out like a toddler overdue
a nap.  All hope is lost.  He looks down, sees the drain.  

Jeremiah UNZIPS his pants--  
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SFX of piss and frustration escaping down the drain.    

FADE TO: BLACK

FADE IN:

INT. GEORGIA REGIONAL - DORM - DAY 

This room is cold, bleak.  Built to restrain not rehabilitate. 
The windows are barred.  The pea soup green linoleum floors
reek of ammonia and despair.  This is where the misfit toys
end up.          

TRAVIS (15), a husky man-child is watching the door intently. 
He's up to something.  His wide back and shoulders conceal
whatever is going on behind him. 

SFX of piss dribbling into a plastic container off-camera.      

TRAVIS 
(over his shoulder)

All that Powerade and that's all you
got?  Hold your breath and push your
stomach out.   

A high pitched child's voice emerges from behind Travis. 
It's KENNY (14), a kid who looks and acts like a kid.   

KENNY 
(struggling)

Shut up shoot...I'm trying to
concentrate.  This jug heavy too! 
You got all this orangutan piss in
here.  You wanna hold it? 

TRAVIS
You better be talking about the jug.  

KENNY
(fresh stream)

Heck yeah I'm talking about the jug. 
No homo. 

TRAVIS
Yes homo.  You suspect!?  

KENNY
(finishing up)

How I'm suspect when you made it
suspect?  We standing back to back
and I got my meat out.  If somebody
walk in we both gay.  You guilty by
association.     

TRAVIS 
Make me feel gay again and see what
happens.      
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Travis elbows Kenny as he's sealing the top.  

KENNY
(shaken)

Man! See there...you play too much. 
I don't got another change of clothes
'til laundry. 

TRAVIS
(over shoulder)

You done?  

KENNY 
(extends jug)

Done.  

Travis takes the jug, INSPECTS it.   

TRAVIS 
Think it needs water? 

They both look at it. 

KENNY 
(re: jug)

For look or taste?

Travis gives Kenny the you're an idiot look.  He holds the
jug up to the light. 

TRAVIS
(matter of fact)

See...the dude who gets another dude
to drink his pee isn't crazy.  The
dude who drinks the pee is crazy for
drinking it.         

KENNY 
Exactly.  

They look at a blanketed lump atop a bed on the opposite
side of the room.      

KENNY  (CONT'D)
(extremely excited)

Mannn!?!  This gone be better than
dick in the box on Valentines Day! 
Still can't believe they was touching
it.  

Travis APPROACHES the bed.  

Kenny looks out the door, sees nothing.  He gives Travis a
thumbs up.  

Travis flips him off.  Walks on--
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TRAVIS 
(soothing)

Hey bro. You good?  My man...you
alright? 

Travis leans in gently...HITS the blanketed mass.  A startled
Jeremiah SNATCHES the sheets off his face.  

Jeremiah is out of it.  He has no clue what's going on.       

TRAVIS (CONT'D)
My bad.  I was trying to be like all
caring and shit.  Wanted to make
sure you was 'aight...Don't go all
wax off, wax on, on me now!  We heard
you in the tank last night throwing
crane kicks and drum punches.  You a
wild boy Daniel son. Miyagi taught
you well.  They had to hit you with
the deuce.  One in each hip.        

Jeremiah has no clue what Travis is talking about.  He rubs
his throat, tries to swallow but can't.  

Jeremiah POPS his mouth, tries to combat the tartness.  

TRAVIS  (CONT'D)
I'm Trav.

(points)
That's my man Kenny. 

Kenny at his post.  

KENNY 
(corrects him)

Ken.  Just Ken.  

TRAVIS 
(nods no)

Nah.  Never been called that. 
Definitely just made that up. 

KENNY 
(discouraged)

Wow!  So you just gone shoot down
the new me day one.  

Jeremiah keeps popping his mouth.   

TRAVIS 
(re: pop)

It's the drugs.  You got hit with
that Frankenstein.  Throat gone be
dry for a hot minute.  
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JEREMIAH
(groggy)

Frankenstein?

TRAVIS 
Big H!  Hollow hal!  That Haldol. 
One minute you Hulk smash the next
you dreaming 'bout pink elephants
doing ballet and shit.  

(offers up jug)
Water not gone do you like lemonade.

KENNY 
(chimes in)

That special lemonade.  Gone do you
juuuust right!   

JEREMIAH
(examines)

Why it look like that? 

TRAVIS
(quick)

Ummm...it's a mixture of lemonade
and juice.  Yeah.  Get more
electrolytes like that.

(examines)
Yeah that's...Capri Sun right there.    

KENNY 
(giggles)

That's that Sunny D! 

TRAVIS
(takes top off)

Gone get that up in you.  

Jeremiah sits up in bed.    

SFX of chatter in the distance.  The wind RUSTLES.  A tree
limb slowly SCRAPES against the windowpane.  

SFX of electricity surging through the lights overhead.   

JEREMIAH'S POV Travis face CONTORTS in and out of focus. 
His speech is unintelligible.  His words drag on and echo.     

Everything SLOWS to a crawl.  Jeremiah looks in the jug.  

CLOSE ON tiny bubbles rising to the top and bursting.   

TRAVIS (CONT'D)
Go ahead. 

Jeremiah GRABS the jug.  They both hold it.    
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KENNY   (O.S.)
(voice echoes)

Gone make you go smash!?! 

The lights overhead blink off, back on.  The doorknob RATTLES
turns--  

Jeremiah slowly raises the jug.  An inpatient Travis cups
the bottom of the jug, guides it upward.    

Kenny LEANS in anticipation--

BAM!  The door SWINGS open, pins Kenny behind it.  In walks
the MALE ATTENDANT from the hospital waiting room.  

The instant he enters everything ceases.  No SFX no nothing.

The attendant LOOKS through Travis.  His face is hard, stern. 
The twinkle in his eye, an ember on it's way to a flame.    

The male attendant trains his gaze up at the ceiling, out
the window.  Whatever he is looking for is gone.      

Travis GRABS the jug, puts the top on.  SHOVES it under the
bed.  

MALE ATTENDANT
Gentlemen...lunch! 

TRAVIS 
(looks at ashy wrist)

I was just saying how I would be so
happy to eat like right now 'cause
I'm so very hungry.   

Travis approaches the door.  He's a big boy but not big
enough.  He is dwarfed by the man mass of the attendant.  

Travis stops short of passing.  The attendant dissects him.  

TRAVIS  (CONT'D)
(re: look)

Excuse me sir...paaarrdooon me. 

Travis inches by and scurries out the door.      

The attendant focuses on Jeremiah.  The fire in his eyes now
extinguished and replaced with compassion. 

MALE ATTENDANT
(to Jeremiah)

What about you?  You feel like eating
something?    
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KENNY 
(into door)

I can't feel not nothing below my
eyebrows. 

The attendant MOVES Kenny melts into the floor.  No one cares.      

JEREMIAH
(re: Attendant)

Matthew four.  Verse four.     

MALE ATTENDANT
(enlightened, recites)

"It is written that man shall not
live by bread alone but everyone
word that comes from God." Impressed
am I.  But I think we can do a little
better than bread.

(winks, extends hand)
Come on.      

Jeremiah looks in his eyes, sees something familiar. 

JEREMIAH
(now on his feet)

Long as it's not Haldol.    

Jeremiah talks down at Kenny as he passes.  

JEREMIAH (CONT'D)
Wouldn't drink that lemonade if I
were you.  It smells like pee.  

CLOSE ON Kenny on the floor.  

KENNY 
(into the floor)

Sunny D!?! 

CUT TO:

INT. GEORGIA REGIONAL - DAY ROOM - NIGHT 

The dorm rooms are dark.  The kids, accounted for and bedded. 
The MALE WORKERS are engaged in their nightly poker game in
the recreation area.           

This is as ominous a scene as ever there were.  A single
light overhead combats the darkness.  An eerie green tint
radiates off their white uniforms.  Something is miss.    

The male attendant is seated facing Jeremiah's room.  He
shuffles the deck, deals--  

ORDERLY ONE
Now see that's where you wrong.  

(MORE)
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ORDERLY ONE (CONT'D)
Monogamy ain't manmade just look at
nature some animals mate for life. 
For life.  I'm talking about dying
next to a mother-fucker.  Looking at
them like this. 

(dead fish impression)
Dead.  Gone.  Done left here.  

ORDERLY TWO
He ain't lying.  I seen this
documentary about penguins and
penguins they... 

ORDERLY THREE
(nods)

...I know where you going with this.

ORDERLY TWO 
(to three)

Well can I go? 

ORDERLY THREE
Go! 

ORDERLY TWO
Are you sure?

ORDERLY THREE
Damn.  Do you.

ORDERLY TWO
...its like this crazy long courtship
process where the penguins get to
know one another... 

ORDERLY THREE 
(inner locks fingers)

...intimately. 

Orderly two leans back in his chair, stares at Orderly Three.  

Orderly Three drops his cards scoots away from the table. 
He puts his hands up, surrenders.  

ORDERLY TWO
(re: Orderly Three)

And as a testament of their undying
love and devotion right...they...

ORDERLY THREE 
(burst)

...they sing.  I didn't even know
penguins could sing.  And I'm not
talking no Donald Duck quack quack
noises.  Bruh! They know Bruno Mars
and Boyz To Men.  
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The other men erupt in laughter.  

MALE ATTENDANT 
(shaking head)

You just elevate right past dumb to
stupid with such ease.  Almost
gracefully.  Your behavior is straight
up niggardly at times.        

ORDERLY ONE
That is HAPPY FEET amigo! 

ORDERLY THREE
(re: Attendant)

Oh, so I'm all niggardly now and
what not? 

(to orderly two)
Okay, did you or did you not see it
too?

ORDERLY TWO
I said documentary fool.  Clearly
you don't know what that means do
you?  

Their conversations fades into the background.  What's taking
place around them moves to the forefront.  

SFX of footsteps in the distance.  The light overhead flickers
off then back on.  The attendant is the only one who notices.  

His eyes travel from the light to the corners of the room. 
From the ceiling back down to the darkened surrounding rooms.   

A heavy door creaks open off-screen.  The other men keep
right on talking.  The attendant is invested--  

The light overhead flickers off, back on again.  

A GIRL (18), appears.  She is a pretty girl.  Drop-dead
gorgeous even.  Dressed in a teeny shirt that covers nothing.    

The girl LOCKS eyes with the attendant as she moves closer
to Jeremiah's room.  She's not quite walking, not floating
either.  She's doing something in between.             

She instantaneously MORPHS from 18 year-old girl to ADULT
WOMAN.  From gorgeous to a Goddess.           

The attendant moves to stand, can't.  His hands GRIP the
arms of the chair.  He's PULLED back down in it.  

The woman WAGS her finger at the attendant.  Her face DISTORTS
and shows GHOUL.  

The ghoul WALKS through the closed door, enters the room.  
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ORDERLY ONE
(re: Attendant's face)

Now that's a poker face if ever I
seen one.  Looking like he walked in
on sister bear and brother bear
playing house... 

ORDERLY TWO 
(interrupts)

...please don't get this fool over
here started on the documentary he
saw about the talking Berenstain
bear family that lived in a tree.    

Laughter as the scenes transition.    

CUT TO:

INT. GEORGIA REGIONAL - DORM ROOM - NIGHT  

The boys are asleep.  Travis in the bed nearest the door 
Kenny across from him.  Jeremiah tucked away in the back.  

There's just enough moonlight from outside to distinguish
the boys faces and outline of their bodies.  

A cluster of orbs GATHER over Travis.  They hang suspended
for a beat.  He smiles, as goosebumps blanket his exposed
skin.  Something is touching him.        

Travis rolls from his side onto his back.  He reaches beneath
the covers into his shorts and TOUCHES himself.  

The orbs travel to Kenny...huge smile.  Kenny has already
pitched a tint and soiled himself.  The orbs disappear.    

BEAT 

An indentation appears on the bed beside Jeremiah.  

The wind HOWLS.  SFX of a tree branch scraping against the
window.  Scattered shadows appear outside, vie for position
looking in.  

Another impression is visible near Jeremiah's feet seconds
before something GRABS his left foot elevates it, then his
right.  

Jeremiah gets YANKED by his ankles.  REPOSITIONED on his
back.  He stirs a little but is still sleep.       

Jeremiah's hands are PULLED above his head, HELD in position. 
The covers slowly retract--  

Jeremiah SNAPS to.  
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SEES a girl on top of him.  A gorgeous girl.  He finds her
thighs comforting.  Her eyes, her breasts, her lips alluring.  

She PULLS her shirt off.  Jeremiah likes what he sees.  He
lusts for what he sees.  

He motions to touch her but can't move.  He is still being
restrained.       

His hands drop free.  His waiting fingers anxiously discover
her shoulders...the dimples in her lower back.  He cups her
ass.  He pulls her closer.        

Dark clouds ROLL in shielding the moonlight.    

BEAT

The clouds move, light returns.  

The shadows that were outside are now inside.  SHADOW PEOPLE
are everywhere.  From ceiling to floor...shadows.  All
watching Jeremiah.    

Oblivious Jeremiah closes his eyes in ecstasy.  

A VOICE pierces the darkness, finds him.       

VOICE (O.S.)
(female voice)

Jeremiah!

Jeremiah's expression changes. 

VOICE (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Hold Fast and be still!  

Jeremiah physically wrestles with himself.  

The woman notices the change in his demeanor.  Urgent she
TEARS at the covers, CLAWS at his shorts.   

Jeremiah STRUGGLES to move, can't.  His hands and body no
longer his to command.  

He attempts to speak...his lips won't part.  

VOICE  (O.S.) (CONT'D)
(urgent)

Be still! Open your eyes...see!?!

Jeremiah stops struggling...surrenders.  

He takes a deep breath and exhales.  

He OPENS his eyes and SEES the goddess image fade.  She MORPHS
into the girl...and then only the ghoul remains.   
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BEAT. 

Jeremiah's face CONTORTS uncontrollably.  Something
suppressed, something ancient, something buried deep down
inside emerges.  

Jeremiah OPENS his mouth and RELEASES a blinding light. 
This light engulfs the room, spills out into the world.    

CUT TO:

INT. GEORGIA REGIONAL - DAY ROOM

MALE ATTENDANT'S POV light spills beneath the door.  The
dorm room is a ball of glowing light.  The attendant cups
his heart and points up towards the heavens.   

MALE ATTENDANT
(rejoices)

And I bid you Adieu!?!  
(slams cards down)

CLOSE ON four cards on the table.  Four kings. 

MALE ATTENDANT (CONT'D)
King of Kings!!!  Can the church say
Amen?  Amen again!  One more time... 

CUT TO:

INT.  GEORGIA REGIONAL - DORM ROOM 

Jeremiah SCRAMBLES to locate something under his bed.  

He finds the jug, lunges it across the room.  Stale piss
saturate Travis belongings.    

Jeremiah keeps searching, emerges with a Bible.  He climbs
back in bed, CRADLES the bible close to his chest.      

Jeremiah looks out the window.  He looks up at the ceiling,
settles on the cement wall.  

Exhaustion sets in, he combats sleep for a while--  

The wall beside his bed fades to black.          

FADE TO: BLACK

FADE IN:

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY 

Travel down a cement wall, settle on a slumbering JEREMIAH
now in his (30's).  The boy he was no more.  Jeremiah the
man looks astute and accomplished.           
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VOICE  (O.S.)
Jeremiah!?!

Jeremiah OPENS his eyes and sees CLARA (50's), lying in a
hospital bed.  Her Jesus pendant immediately recognizable.    

SFX of hospital equipment beeping off-screen.  The machines
are doing the heavy lifting but she's fighting.  Clara's
finger FLINCHES, so slight it could go unnoticed.  But
Jeremiah sees it.    

He stands, takes her hand.  A tear escapes her closed eyelids.      

JEREMIAH
(wipes tear)

There she is.  Good morning momma.    

In walks NURSE TRACY (20's), she is proficient at what she
does and she loves doing it.    

NURSE TRACY
(to Jeremiah)

As much time as you spend in here
Dr. Jeremiah Watkins folks are bound
to start talking.

JEREMIAH 
Is that so? 

NURSE TRACY 
It is so.  So it is.    

JEREMIAH 
And what prey tell do they have to
talk about?     

Nurse Tracy reaches past Jeremiah.  Close enough to make
some skin to skin contact.  She takes a WHIFF of his cologne.   

NURSE TRACY
(into his chest)

Armani.  
(his eyes)

They are talking about you...educated,
professional and damn attractive. 
Living in Atlanta with no ring on
that there finger...

JEREMIAH
(humored)

...Oh, I see where this is going. 
So I'm gay?

NURSE TRACY
Gay.  Nah you not gay.  Every male
nurse on this floor is gay.  

(MORE)
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NURSE TRACY (CONT'D)
My pastor is gay.  Stanley in the
cafeteria so very gay.  But you? 
You are a black unicorn. 

Tracy goes about her duties but continues talking.  

JEREMIAH 
(perplexed)

Black unicorn? 

NURSE TRACY 
Yassss!  So rare and precious people
think you're extinct.  If a gal is
lucky she just may lay eyes on one,
two tops in a lifetime.  Black
unicorns oh they exist!  

(looks him up and
down)

Believe you me!!  They exist.      

JEREMIAH
Flattered.  But I'd stave off any
miraculous divinations not based on
merit.  For all you know I very well
may be a deviant the likes you've
never imagined.   

Her eyes travel from his eyes to his hand.  Jeremiah is still
holding on to Clara.        

NURSE TRACY 
(re: hands)

Nothing about a man holding vigil by
his mother's bedside says deviant to
me doctor Watkins. 

JEREMIAH 
(retorts)

What about Norman Bates?  

NURSE TRACY
(on her way out)

If Norman Bates looked like you...
he wouldn't have to peep through a
hole to see these treats.  I'd happily
invite him in to shower with me. 
Consider that an open invitation.      

She tosses a kiss in the air, exits.  Jeremiah can't help
but smile.  

BEAT

CLOSE ON doorway JASMINE (11), and JERMISHA (7), enter the
room.  Both girls are incredibly cute.  Jasmine the open
extrovert.  Jermisha the pretend wall flower.  
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Jeremiah calls her Panda Bear because she has slanted eyes
like one.  

JASMINE 
(ecstatic)

Uncle Jeremiah! 

JEREMIAH
(swallows her up in
his arms)

Well hello lady!  I was wondering
when you were gonna show up.  

(talks in country
accent)

I been here by my lonesome a good
fifty 'leven hours. 

Jermisha walks over, awaits acknowledgment.         

JEREMIAH  (CONT'D)
(to Jermisha)

What's up Panda Bear.

JERMISHA  
(to Jeremiah)

Fifty 'leven that's not a number.     

JEREMIAH
You just said it didn't you?  

JERMISHA
Yes. 

JEREMIAH
Well its a number then. 

JERMISHA  
How many is it?  

JASMINE 
Sound like a lot.  

Jeremiah's genuine smile is replaced with a superficial one.  

JEREMIAH
(to Jasmine)

So...how's life?  No call, text,
face time...no smoke signal, no
nothing? 

JASMINE 
(doesn't want to say)

No phone... 

JEREMIAH
...Broken.  Abducted by aliens?
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JASMINE 
(dismissive)

She didn't pay the bill. 

JERMISHA
(re: Jasmine)

She did pay it!  She just didn't pay
on time.

JASMINE 
(under breath)

She didn't pay it. 

Jeremiah notices Jermisha is wearing pajama pants.  

JEREMIAH
(re: pants)

How was school today?  

Neither of the girls respond.  

JEREMIAH  (CONT'D)
No response means no show...what
holiday am I forgetting?  A teacher
work day...     

JASMINE 
...Momma came home and went to
sleep...

JEREMIAH
...and what does that have to do
with you all not going to school? 

JASMINE 
When she got up she went to work. We
stayed home. 

JEREMIAH
When she got up...this morning?

JASMINE 
No. 

JEREMIAH
No?

JASMINE 
She didn't stay at home last night. 
She stayed at her boyfriend house.

JEREMIAH
Oh, she stayed at her boyfriend house.  

JASMINE 
(shrugs)

She came home. 
(MORE)
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JASMINE  (CONT'D)
(emphases)

This morning and got in the bed. 

JEREMIAH
And...you needed her to wake you up? 
Some assistance getting ready?  Or
you just didn't want to go. 

JERMISHA 
(interrupts)

She didn't want to go. 

JASMINE 
You shut up!  You neither!

JERMISHA 
You shut up!  You the oldest.   

JEREMIAH
(chimes in)

What did you all eat today? 

JASMINE
Nothing.

JERMISHA 
Hot fries and ice cream.

JASMINE 
(re: sister)

Oh my God!  Stop telling all the
truth all the time.  We not in court.    

JEREMIAH
(to Jasmine)

It's three o'clock.  And all you had
to eat today was hot fries and ice
cream?

JASMINE/JERMISHA
Yes. 

CHERYL (38), enters on cue.  She looks like a younger Clara 
minus the glow, plus a few pounds.  Her fake smile is just a
tad more convincing than Jeremiah's.  

She and Jeremiah never communicate directly.      

CHERYL 
(from the doorway)

There he go...tell your uncle what
y'all said on the way here.   

The girls don't bite, just stare with blank expressions.
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JEREMIAH
(looking at girls)

What did they say?

Cheryl does not look at nor acknowledge Clara.  An invisible
barrier is keeping her out of the room.    

CHERYL 
(looking at girls)

Been bugging me 'bout coming to see
you all week.  I told them you all
busy hypnotizing folks and what not. 
But they said they gone spend the
night packed clothes and all.   

JEREMIAH
(to girls)

Oh really?  So you all planned a
sleepover at my house?  Am I invited?     

Jasmine sheepishly nods yes.  Jermisha shrugs her shoulders.   

JEREMIAH (CONT'D)
(mimics Jermisha)

What does this mean?

JERMISHA 
(eyes on Cheryl)

I guess so...   

CUT TO:

INT.  JEREMIAH'S LOFT - NIGHT 

Jeremiah lives in an impressive modern brick loft.  Huge
windows provide a panoramic view of the city.  A black spiral
staircase separates the main level from the master.  This is
not the typical bachelor pad.   

CLOSE ON Walmart bags and groceries on the counter.  Jeremiah
and the girls are eating pizza at the table.    

Jermisha PEEPS under the table at something. 

JEREMIAH 
(to Jermisha)

Eat Panda.  You know you're up first. 

Jermisha is wearing a new belt around her old pajama pants. 
The tag is still dangling.  

She PULLS new pajamas from under the table, bites her pizza.

JASMINE 
(to Jeremiah)

Can we do the star thing after we
eat? 
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JEREMIAH
(re: JASMINE)

After you bathe?

JASMINE
Yes.  After we bathe. 

JERMISHA 
(hands up, mouth full)

Done.  Can I get some more corn?  

JEREMIAH
(standing)

You mean may I have..? 

JERMISHA 
Yes.  May I get to have some more
corn?

JEREMIAH
Oh, yes sah boss lady!  I'sah getting
to it.  I'sah getting to it.  Mo'e
corn coming right up.    

Jeremiah does an impromptu jig.  The girls are pleased.  

He returns with a piece of corn on the cobb.  

KITCHEN - LATER 

A pair of new pajamas streak past the kitchen.  

Jeremiah is elbows deep in suds.  He doesn't look up, but
calls out--       

JEREMIAH (CONT'D)
(re: Jermisha)

Come here.  Let me smell you.

Jermisha STOPS mid stride.  She enters the kitchen.

JEREMIAH (CONT'D)
You know you like to play fun and
games at bath time.  So I gots to
check you.  

KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS 

Jermisha pretends she hates this but she doesn't. 

JEREMIAH (CONT'D)
Come on now...get those hands up. 

Jermisha RAISES her hands above her head.  

Jeremiah SNIFFS her left armpit.  He SNIFFS the right once,
a second time.
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JEREMIAH (CONT'D)
Okay.  You smell like soap but are
you clean? 

Jermisha extends her hands.  One by one he EXAMINES them. 
Then the top of each foot.  

Jeremiah tilts his head, gives a look.  

JERMISHA 
(lifts feet)

Clean. 

JEREMIAH 
(soapy hand up)

Okay.  Good job. 

Jermisha contains her smile, smiles.  She gives Jeremiah a
soapy hi-five and is off running again.    

CUT TO:

INT. JEREMIAH'S LOFT - LATER 

The girls are seated in front the window with washable Crayola
markers.  Jasmine's face is buried in a large picture book.     

Jeremiah is on the sofa watching a muted television.     

JASMINE
Okay Uncle Jeremiah!

JEREMIAH
(over his shoulder)

First word...a name.  Second word a
thing...They sell them at Walmart. 
In fact Panda just got a new one.

JERMISHA 
(rapid fire)

Socks.  Panties.  Toothbrush.  

JASMINE 
Noooo.  He said first word name.

JERMISHA 
(looks down)

A belt? 

Jasmine thumbs the book.  She stops on a picture of--

JASMINE 
Orion's Belt?   

Jeremiah gives a thumbs up.  
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JERMISHA
(dancing, looks at
her belt)

But does Orion belt glow in the dark? 

JASMINE 
(connects the dots)

It sure does.  

PULL BACK and view the constellation Orion's belt traced in
neon magic marker in the sky. 

JEREMIAH
Can I trust you two not to burn the
place down while I get some work
done? 

No response.  They're both busy tracing their birth signs. 

JEREMIAH (CONT'D)
Nod your heads if you heard me and
just didn't respond because no one
listens to me.  And I just wasted my
breath talking to myself.  

They nod their heads.  

LOFT - MASTER - CONTINUOUS 

Jeremiah sinks into a desk, CLICKS the light on.       

The light reveals a functional home office:  Shelved books,
file cabinets.  A desk with an opened laptop.     

A series of scientific posters.  The Evolution Chart, a
picture of Sigmund Freud.   

Jeremiah EYES a tack board overflowing with images.  One
particular photograph stands out.  A photograph of CLARA,
THREE KIDS and a MAN circa 1980's.  

Cheryl is about Jasmine's age in the picture.  The boys are
almost identical but one is clearly older.  The kids are
happy.  The parents happy.  This is a family picture.  

Jeremiah's eyes land on a file on his desk.  The word
confidential is stamped in red at the top.  The name, "CLARA
WATKINS."   

Jeremiah OPENS the file--  

There's a picture of Clara on one side.  The first sentence
on the other side reads: "Admitted on 72 Hour Psychological
Evaluation.  Catatonic non-responsive."  

Jeremiah reads on...     
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LOFT - MASTER - LATER 

CLOSE ON clock, "1:00am." 

Jeremiah is asleep at his desk.  Additional books and files
are now open.  New notes have been written.            

CLOSE ON black laptop screen.    

BEAT  

The screen REFRESHES illuminating Jeremiah's closed eyelids.

The cursor BLINKS once, twice...the letter,"J" APPEARS on
the screen.  Followed by, "E-R" this continues until,
"JEREMIAH" is spelled out.           

A jolt of energy SWEEPS through the room.  Papers RUSTLE.

The letter "J" is PRESSED and held down.  It fills one page
and then the next--  

There's a moment of silence before SLAM Jeremiah's chair is
JOLTED.  He's nearly thrown out of the chair but manages to
balance himself.    

His face is now inches from the laptop.  The letter "J" is
multiplying on the screen.   

Jeremiah STRIKES the keyboard, it stops.  

The room is eerily silent.  The type of still that makes the
bravest of brave uncomfortable. 

Jeremiah pushes the cursor up to...his name.  

He notices the books and files previously opened are now
closed.  Jeremiah hold his hand beneath the air vent, nothing. 
He looks at the window, closed.  

BEAT

SFX of incoherent gibberish off-screen.  

It's coming from downstairs.  Jeremiah PEERS over the balcony. 
Jasmine is fast asleep on the sofa but no Jermisha.  

Jeremiah PANS the room and finds Jermisha's belt a glow. 
She is STARING out the window into nothingness.            

LOFT - MAIN - CONTINUOUS 

Jeremiah slowly descends the steps.  

He APPROACHES Jermisha's turned back.  Jermisha is motionless,
a mannequin.  Any semblance of life has left her.       
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He REACHES out to touch her--

JASMINE  (O.S.)
Nooo! Uncle Jeremiah!!

Jeremiah SPINS around sees Jasmine calling from the sofa. 

JEREMIAH
(controlled anxiety)

Why are you so loud?  Like right
now!?  Just why!? 

JASMINE 
(going back to sleep)

Jermisha sleep walk and talk to
herself.  Momma said don't bother
her cause you might make her hurt
herself.  She used the bathroom in
the closet one night.  Flushed a
pretend toilet and got right back in
the bed.  If she start squatting
take a step back.  That's what I
did.          

Jeremiah FACES the window, no Jermisha.  Eyes back on the
sofa Jermisha is asleep.   

Jeremiah deliberates, comes up with nothing.  He turns the
television off and exits.    

LOFT - MASTER - LATER 

It's dark, the only light drifs up from downstairs.  Jeremiah
is curled up in the fetal position asleep.      

CLARA'S VOICE  (O.S.)
Jeremiah...

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. DREAM/THE OTHER SIDE - CONTINUOUS  

We are inside a white void.  Nothing but white on white
stretches into infinity.  Jeremiah is curled up asleep against
this white backdrop.    

VOICE  (O.S.)
(male, country)

Wake up d'ere now! Wake on up.  If
you's jus' gon' sleep I 'spect ain't
no point in you being he'er now is
'dey? 

Jeremiah STIRS.  He OPENS his eyes...can't see, too much
light.  

He BLINKS repeatedly, adjusts, still nothing.  Just white.         




